
The natural landmark "Lake Krasnoe" is located in the 
very center of the Karelian Isthmus. This lake is one of 
the richest in ore in the Karelian Isthmus. Even in the 
past centuries, iron ore was mined here. There are 16 
species of fish in the lake, including vendace, snetok, 
pike, roach, bleak, bream,  ide, rudd, white bream,  
gudgeon, burbot, perch,  ruff, pike perch, stickleback,  as 
well as bullhead, listed in the Red Books of the Russian 
Federation and the Leningrad region.
Match the pictures and the names of the metals.

Rakovye Ozera State Nature Sanctuary is one of the key 
specially protected ornithological territories in Europe. 
Rakovye Lakes are home to 17 species of birds listed in 
the Red Book of the Russian Federation, as well as 72 
species of birds out of 85 listed in the Red Book of the 
Leningrad region. 
Mark which of the birds are migratory.

Natural landmark "Lake Krasnoe"
60.5668° N, 29.6848° E

Rakovye Ozera State Nature Sanctuary
60.6149° N, 29.3448° E
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QUEST: "ON THE MYSTERIOUS PATHS"

southern coast of lakes Vuoksa and Sukhodolskoye. A 
peculiar relief was formed as a result of the descent of a 
glacier. According to legend, it was created by giants. 
Read the legend of the Karelian giants:
"Creatures of enormous stature lived on these lands 
since ancient times. They were nicknamed 
____________________________, but another name is 
also used, which means "those making noise". That was 
because the giants made a lot of noise in the forest when 
they moved. It is believed that they then left, as it became 
difficult to hide from the Finns and Laplanders, who were 
becoming more and more numerous here. But even 
today, locals find plenty of evidence that these giants 
really existed here in the olden days. The most popular 
legend says that a giantess girl accidentally stumbled 
upon a stranger in the forest who was plowing a field 
with a horse. He was a Karelian. She ran to her father 
and told him everything. Her father told her to take him 
to that place and, seeing the plowman, said: "We will 
have to leave the place and leave this land to the 
newcomers. They are so strong that they are not even 
afraid to disturb the earth." 
Solve the puzzle and write down what the Karelian giants 
are called.

The village of Orekhovo is listed in the books of 1500. 
Initially, it was called Raasuli, which came from the 
Novgorod word meaning "pickler," that is, a fish trader.
In 1947-1948, when numerous villages of Karelian 
isthmus were renamed, it was decided to change the 
name Raasuli to Orekhovo. It is not known why that name 
was chosen, but some people believe that the name 
came from the hazel thickets near the village. 
Match the pictures of fish to their names.

Look at a picture of a hazel branch and try to find it in the 
Forest Park. 

Orekhovo Forest Park
60.4465° N, 30.2865° E

The Vyaryamyanselkya Ridge
State Nature Reserve
60.606671° N, 29.940376° E
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Pike

Perch

Bream

Roach

Peregrine falcon Kingfisher Capercaillie

Waxwing

Swan RobinHeronCrossbill

Correct answers:
1 1. Roach 2. Pike 3. Perch 4. Bream
2 Metelilainen
3 1. Iron 2. Silicon 3. Zinc 4. Copper
4 Kingfisher, swan, heron, robin
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Cycling route “Ecological”
in the Leningrad region
and Cycling routes “Cruise and Bicycle”
and “Around Hamina”
in South-Eastern Finland

Dear friends, your imagination and the bike will 
take you to a fairy tale today, where you will really 
meet "the strangest creatures’ traces", see 
picturesque landscapes and places. If you are not 
afraid to go to the mysterious forest, then set off! 
We are going on a trip along the Ecological bike 
route.
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